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RESUMEN
El presente proyecto describe el diseño y desarrollo de una aplicación gestora de un
sistema audiovisual a tiempo real para plataformas móviles Android. La aplicación
ha sido desarrollada en colaboración con Sony Europe Limited, compañía
multinacional con más de 70 años de experiencia en la electrónica de consumo y
soluciones profesionales en el sector audiovisual.
La aplicación pretende ser una herramienta de gestión que siga las pautas del NMOS
IS-04 para el reconocimiento y registro de recursos. Entre otras funcionalidades
ofrece un sistema de monitorización y varios procedimientos de gestión de recursos
audiovisuales. Este documento ha sido dividido en diversos capítulos para facilitar el
seguimiento del proyecto y de los pasos seguidos para alcanzar los objetivos
propuestos. Los capítulos son: introducción, estado del arte, análisis y diseño,
desarrollo, pruebas de funcionamiento y conclusiones y trabajos futuros.
La aplicación LSM ha sido el resultado final del proyecto. Además de proporcionar
un modelo válido del NMOS IS-04, otorga un planteamiento de la implementación
del IS-05 y el IS-06. La aplicación no tiene únicamente una mira profesional dado que
ha sido diseñada para ser aplicada en un ambiente doméstico.

ABSTRACT
The current paper describes the design and development of a real-time management
application for an audiovisual system for Android mobile platforms. The application
has been developed in collaboration with Sony Europe Limited, an iconic
multinational company focused on consumer’s electronics and professional solutions
for the audiovisual industry.
The application is intended to be a managing tool that follows NMOS IS-04 guidelines
for resource recognition and registration. Among those functionalities it also offers a
monitoring system and several resource managing procedures. This document has
been divided in several chapters to facilitate the project’s description and the different
procedures taken into account to fulfil the objective. The chapters are: introduction,
state of the art, analysis and design, development, delivery tests and conclusions and
future work.
The LSM Application has been the result of the current project. As well as providing
a valid model for the NMOS IS-04 it provides an estimation for the implementation
of the IS-05 and IS-06. The application environment is not merely professional but
domestic as well.
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Introduction

The audiovisual systems have evolved since the dawn of the telecommunications in order
to integrate a high quality end-service with a low cost infrastructure and production
process. From the research of new architectures to the upgrade of communications, every
year the industry has been focused on achieve better performance and quality/cost ratios.
One of the leading areas seeking the excellence inside the audiovisual sector is the live
production systems.
The live production systems aim to get a high quality image and audio displayed miles
away without any loss or delay. Nevertheless, achieving a high quality real time
communication has supposed over the years a huge investment in resources and
infrastructure. Thanks to the extension and growth of internet networks the market has
put an eye on deploying the communications in them. With no doubt, the main protocol
used in these networks is IP (Internet Protocol), and the proper integration of the
audiovisual flows with IP has been a main area of development since their bloom.
The current project has been developed in collaboration with Sony Europe Limited. Sony
is a multinational Japanese company with more than 65 year of history. It is one of the
most iconic companies related to consumer electronics and professional solutions.

1.1. PROJECT’S JUSTIFICATION
The main goal of this project is to create a handy, low-cost mobile tool to monitor and
manage a small audiovisual network in a real-time basis.
Due to the integration of IP networks in audiovisual production systems the
convergence of several manufacturers’ equipment has increased. As a consequence,
developing new tools that allow managing and monitoring those resources in a realtime basis has become a great need. This paper aims to satisfy that need by creating a
mobile application able to implement registration, managing and monitoring
procedures over all types of manufacturers’ equipment.
The current project relies on the NMOS (Networked Media Oriented Specifications)
protocol, which was introduced the 25th of January of 2017 by AMWA (Advanced
Media Workflow Association). The purpose of NMOS is to create a standard to
enable communication between audiovisual resources, no matter the manufacturer or
nature of the resource.

1.2. OBJECTIVES
The Project objectives are the following ones:
 Enounce a proper state of the art for the current audiovisual technologies and
the NMOS project.
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Design a suitable model that follows NMOS guidelines by gathering all the
requirements of the project.
Develop a functional model of the application that follow the previous
announced design.
Verify the developed model via operation checks and tests.

1.3. PAPER STRUCTURE
The current paper is divided into the following different chapters:
 Chapter 1: A brief introduction to the project, motivation, objectives and
structure of the paper. Introduces what are the goals pursued through the
document and the intended result.
 Chapter 2: In this chapter the state of the art will be overviewed going
through all the details important to get to the project controversy.
 Chapter 3: This chapter gathers a detailed analysis for the project fulfil via
investigating the requirements. Afterwards the chapter enounces the project
design. The design has been divided into the logic design, the architecture
design and the user interface design.
 Chapter 4: The project design is written in this chapter. The chapter has been
divided depending on the application intended functionality: base logic,
discovery and registration, monitoring and notification, resource management
and UI depuration. Meanwhile different operation checks are described to
prove the correct development.
 Chapter 5: In this chapter several final tests have been written to prove the
project’s proper development.
 Chapter 6: This chapter assembles the conclusions gotten by fulfilling the
project’s requirements and the future works to be done.
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As any kind of information, nowadays, the audio/video transmission has to be made
through a network. A network is defined as: “a system containing any combination of
computers, computer terminals, printers, audio or visual display devices, or telephones
interconnected by telecommunication equipment or cables: used to transmit or receive
information” [1]. The way the terminals are connected inside of a standard audiovisual
network will be the first study area to enunciate a proper the state of art of this paper.
IP (Internet Protocol) technology has become the stone mile for the future of broadcast
post-production systems. Although it is a mature technology, the industry still has higher
demand of SDI (Serial Digital Interface) solutions. Nowadays, the enterprises are
integrating little by little characteristics of the IP based technologies into the existing SDI
architectures. As a matter of fact, in most cases, the SDI technologies are coexisting with
IP.

2.1. THE SDI TECHNOLOGY
The SDI [2] is an interface created by the SMPTE (Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers) in 1989. From this date the SMPTE along with other industry
manufacturers have developed the SDI technology to satisfy the needs of any
audiovisual scenario. It is the main technology used in the audio/video industry and,
of course, in the live production systems. The SDI architecture establishes two layers:
the physical layer and the data layer.
The physical layer consists of a series of point to point connections through copper
coaxial cables and BNC (Bayonet Neill-Concelman) connectors. The properties of
the cable, such as its width, affect directly to the quality of the signal transmitted. For
a larger dielectric diameter, a better resolution may be achieved (working in an ideal
situation without EMI). Depending on the characteristics of the cable the
manufacturer may recommend different specifications for the maximum distance
between splices or the advised video signal to transfer in a certain segment. The
characteristics achieved through the SMPTE’s SDI specifications [3] are gathered in
the following table:
Table 1: SMPTE specifications enhancements through the SDI history
Technology SMPTE
Year
Max Velocity Link
Lines
SD SDI
ST 259
1989
270 Mbps
Single
525/626
SD SDI
RP 174
1993
270 Mbps (x2) Dual
525/626
SD SDI
ST 347
2000
540 Mbps
Single
525/626
HD SDI
ST 292-1
1998
1.5 Gbps
Single
1080/720
HD SDI
ST 372
2002
1.5 Gbps (x2)
Dual
1080
3G SDI
ST 425-1
2006
3 Gbps
Single
1080
6G SDI
ST 425-6
TBC
3 Gbps (x4)
Quad
4k
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As it is shown the Table 1, the actual specification (still in progress) aims to achieve
a 3Gbps per link in a quad architecture. This will result in a 12 Gbps effective speed
per logical link. The reference image used will be 4k, this measurement references
the standard image used in the transmission: 4k stands for the almost 4000 pixels of
horizontal resolution in the image transferred.
The data layer is the one in charge of the data transmission (audio, video or both),
timing, synchronization, adjustment and any other metadata that might be necessary
to use for a good image or audio representation. In this layer is specified the way the
signals are compressed, coded (RGB, 4:2:2, for instance) and sent to the relevant other
and in most cases includes a CRC algorithm for error recognition.

2.2. IP BASED NETWORKS AGAINST SDI
The Internet Protocol (IP), together with TCP (Transmission Control Protocol), were
standardized in 1981 [4] as a couple of protocols designated to the interconnection of
computer communication networks for data packets exchange. [5] The ambit of the
computer networks was enlarged thanks to the popularity of these protocols in both
the domestic scene and the enterprise scene. The IP protocol has been so extended
that it has been proposed as a possible technological inheritor of the most extended
SDI based architectures. The IP networks oriented for the live broadcasting and
production process will receive the name of “IP Live”.
The theoretical flow that pictured real IP based technologies for broadcasting stated
was necessary to accomplish a realistic objective in terms of live broadcasting. In
order to set it up, there were several tests until the industry got to the actual situation;
for instance, tests were made to transmit TV over Broadband IP networks [6]. From
those initial working test it was possible to identify some of the main grey areas
caused due to the IP protocol lacks and the internet networks problems for video
content transmission:
-

The reliability and security in video transmission. Using an internet network for
data exchange (no matter its nature) is a focal point of risks and threats. Since the
dawn of Internet, the hacking and the hijacking of information has occurred on a
daily basis. Therefore, before using IP architectures for a video transmission
system a question is made: How protected is the signal that is being transmitted
from being compromised?

24
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Figure 1: Google's DDOS attacks map

The figure above shows the amount of registered DDOS (Distributed Denial of
Service) attacks for the day 11th of September of 2017 [7]. Each line represents an
attempt of bringing down a service using the DDOS attack. This attack was used
to overview the vulnerabilities of the IP networks since it is the most extended.
Being conscious of the possible threats that could rise from the usage of an IP
network for broadcasting purposes, it would be necessary to implement security
systems and countermeassures to protect the integrity of the video/audio signal it
is being transmitted.
-

The QoS (Quality of Service). Unlike SDI architectures, IP networks were not
designed for real-time content transmission while maintaining a high level of
service delivery. As a consequence, several protocols were created to solve the
lacks of IP (RTP, RSTP or TCP). Even including the mentioned protocols in the
communication process, the IP Live architectures were not fully equipped to reach
the service level provided by SDI technologies.
In the past, the network specifications (bandwidth, mean velocities…) were not
sufficient to reach a good QoS.
Nowadays, the network specifications are no longer a main restrainer although the
public internet networks are “full of live” since the IoT (Internet of Things) is
beginning to become a daily reality. From a computer to a printer, all connected
devices are consuming bandwidth and possibly affecting the level of service
delivery of the broadcasting system; that is the reason why the industry
broadcasting providers purchase their own networks. In any case, even if a
network is specifically designed to host a broadcasting network, the quality of the
service may not be reaching the desired one and, therefore, the measurement of
25
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certain values such as the PSNR (Peak Signal Noise Ratio) or the consumed
bandwidth are critical to maintain a broadcasting architecture based on IP.
Most of the experiments done to measure the IP pros and cons divided the QoS
data loads into the application’s QoS (QoSa) and the broadcasting network’s
Quality of Service (QoSb) since the internet based architectures rise the possibility
to divide it.
-

The QoE (Quality of Experience). It is considered as the global acceptance of the
end user by using a developed service. In this case it is referred to have the same
QoE level that was stated with SDI or even improve it.

A first step to move from SDI technologies is to think about what differences could
be found in the current A/V industry scenario by comparing the usage of SDI
architectures and an IP one. For this purpose, listing the main pros and cons of an IP
based live production system rather than pure SDI was necessary. In one hand, the
challenges for IP in professional AV could be summed up into the following ones:
bandwidth, latency, signal loss, synchronization, switching and security.
o Bandwidth. The IP networks were not designed for audiovisual content
transportation. Therefore, it requires high bandwidth and large amounts of
data to resemble the characteristics of a conventional SDI network.
o Latency. IP is not known for its video-like latency times and it is usually
needed to use multiple video oriented codecs such as LVCC to stabilize the
latency times (especially for live content production).
o Signal Loss. Even there are many protocols that aim to correct the IP packet
loss ratio it is pretty high compared to the SDI signal failure ratio.
o Synchronization. By using an IP architecture, the packet loss and delay
introduce synchronization problems and the existing protocols are not
accurate enough to palliate them.
o Switching delay. Switching between different video/audio source packets the
IP switcher may introduce non-frame accurate switching.
o Security. Video links using IP are more sensitive to be security breached than
SDI architectures since the IP networks may be accessed more easily via
remote.
In the other hand the benefits of IP against SDI may be divided by five areas:
o Improved ROI (Return of Investment) with a unique infrastructure for
different systems as IP Live or IT based ones. It allows handling not only video
or audio signals, but also metadata, the state of the network or synchronization
systems. This means that using IP technologies allows to create a unified
system with both file based IT systems and live production systems.
o Modular and flexible architectures that create a future-proof basis system
that can support future enhancements without affecting the live production
26
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process and reducing risk of investment. IP favors the usage of SDN (Software
Defined Networks) which increases the resilience of the network and the live
production systems against any failure.
o Increased speeds and transfer ratios. The highest speed available is up to
25Gbps Ethernet per bidirectional link (IP allows single link for bidirectional
communications). Considering the bandwidth consumed when the video
signal format is HDTV or UHDTV, it is desirable to implement a compression
mechanism such as LLVC. These compression patterns present lower latency
and allow improved transmitting ratios against SDI networks that precise more
complex mechanisms. By using them, actual IP Live architectures are able to
support 4K resolution video transmission while SDI architectures cannot.
o Reduced overall production costs. There are many examples that ascertain
the cost reduction by choosing an IP network against SDI. For instance, for
the communications canalization; where SDI bidirectional communications
need a two link basis for each communication, IP technologies rely on a single
link. Maybe, the biggest cost reduction using IP architectures is that the
industry has open the door to use different manufacturer equipment in a same
network without major issues, thing that was unlikely to happen with SDI.

Figure 2: SDI double link architectures vs IP single link based architectures

o Resources allocation. One of the biggest benefits of using an IP based
network for the production process is that it eliminates most of the limitations
in device localization. Once all the devices are connected to the network it
does not matter where they are. This feature brings up the possibility of
consolidate in the future a real virtualized broadcasting system. These systems
will be able to reach out and control every device on the network. All A/V
media equipment will be stored in a server room (CER) with remote UIs
elsewhere in the production environment. Anyone can access any resource
over the network at any time from any compliant interface. Maintenance is
also easier with remote monitoring, configuration and updating as a batch
27
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efficiency.

2.3. NMOS PROTOCOL
Exploiting the benefits of IP (previously listed) the industry realized that a SDN
production and broadcasting process was highly useful. Nevertheless, although the
different manufacturers’ core network equipment could communicate between them
without any problems, using different manufacturer cameras, switchers or mixers was
not a possibility. Every big company started their own implementations of their
proprietary protocols to implement IP Live, although it was necessary to use the same
equipment or, rarely, use equipment that implement that protocol.
From the impossibility to use different manufacturer equipment in a same network
the NMOS (Networked Media Open Specifications) project was created. NMOS was
introduced the 25th of January of 2017 by AMWA (Advanced Media Workflow
Association). The purpose of NMOS is to create a standard for networked
communications between audiovisual resources, no matter the manufacturer or nature
of the resource. It is a compendium of rules and recommendations for the producers
to create AV resources that can be interconnected with other equipment that
implements the same protocol.
At the moment in which this paper is being written, the NMOS protocol is a nonmature protocol that has no real development, just prototypes. NMOS is understood
to implement highly accepted specifications such as the recent SMPTE’s ST2110
standard that registers how the networked media should be designed for a correct
interoperability. NMOS is currently based on three IS (International Standards):
 IS 04 – NMOS Discovery and Registration Specification.
 IS 05 – NMOS Device Connection Management Specification (WIP)
 IS 06 – NMOS Network Control Specification (WIP)

2.3.1. NMOS Data model
The data model used for the creation of the basis for the NMOS protocol is based on
the logical approach of the JT-NM (Joint Task Force on Networked Media) reference
architecture [8]. This reference architecture aims to create universally accepted
models through the collective efforts of the whole industry, in order to create a fully
interconnected scenario. The present paper follows the data model defined for the IS
04 (Discovery and Registration Specification) since it is supposed that it has to be
included in the future International Standards (IS 05, 06 and further implementations).
Inside any audiovisual architecture it is possible to identify logical groups of entities
that have hierarchical relationships. The NMOS protocol defines seven basic entities
28
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that may be applied to any scenario: Node, Device, Receiver, Sender, Source, Flow
and Grain. The archaic assumption of several connectors for several signals is replace
by the capability of using logical interfaces. This brings up the opportunity of having
multiple virtual devices working on a shared physical host, making communications
much easier and helping with virtualization of the equipment.

Figure 3: NMOS IS 04 Data Model

As figure 3 represents, the logical entities are related to each other in a hierarchical
way. Every element of the network will be represented at least by a node, as the higher
abstraction of the logical model used in any NMOS architecture. From that point there
may be multiple breakdowns until reaching a grain, which would be the simplest
logical piece that may be contained in any node. One of the advantages brought by
the use of this data model is that a physical device, such as a camera may implement
(via software configuration) several devices to create a virtual differentiation.
The Nodes represent a logical host that enables processing and managing of the
network instances. They may have a physical shape and a presence that persists in
time or they may be created on demand. An example of the node creation on demand
could be a new virtual machine created in a cloud system due to processing
necessities. The connections between Nodes are intended to build the broadcast
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functional architecture. Any Node may implement a Device, which consists of a
logical block of functionalities. Several Devices may belong to the same Node.
The Devices have two types of logical interfaces that are called the Receivers (inputs)
and the Senders (outputs). A Device may contain several instances of Senders and
Receivers, and they can belong to the same Device. As a guideline for the last case, a
switcher may be represented as a Device and it contains a Receiver (the input
audio/video/data signals) and a Sender (the output signal processed by the switcher).
Devices, Senders and Receivers are a logical representation of a Source (also known
as Resource). A Resource is “a uniquely identified and addressable part of a
networked system”. Finally, a Flow, is an audio, video or data sequence originated or
pipelined by a Sender and sent to a Receiver. A Flow is also treated as a Resource
since it has a unique identifier (UUID).
In order to explain in a simple way what the different items gathered in the data model
the example of a camera with an on-board microphone will be used:
 The whole camera represents a Node
 The camera provides a single Device
 The device gathers two sources: an audio and a video source
 The audio source provides a single audio flow
 The video source provides two video flows (as an example): uncompressed
and 4:2:2

2.3.2. NMOS IS 04: Discovery and Registration Specification
The IS 04 delivered by AMWA defines the procedure to find Nodes in the network
and register them. There are two ways of implementing this specification part: Peerto-peer discovery and by using the registered model.
For the Peer-to-peer discovery there is no further infrastructure needed. The nodes
advertise themselves in the network via mDNS (multicast Domain Name System) via
its Node API (Application Programming Interface). The Peer is in charge of resolve
the relevant advertisement and communicate to the node via Query. This would be
possible if every Node in the network implements the logical view represented in the
figure 5. It is important to remark that the time distribution is made as well in a peerto-peer basis, this means that, even the connection process is managed by each Node
without needing any managing server, there has to exist a reference Node acting as
reference. The reference Node will provide the master clock.
The Peer-to-peer discovery model has been designed to be implemented in equipment
with high processing power and offers no security pattern since every “peer”
connected to the network can access the others. This would let no room to create a
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managing application as this project intends. For that reason, this model has not been
developed.
The registered model is a more complex approach. It takes place by using a Register
and Discovery System (RDS), which has been pictured to be modular, scalable and
distributed. Any RDS may be composed of one or several Registry and Discovery
Instances (RDIs). For each RDI the following services have to be available:
 A Registration Service
 A Query Service
 A Registry storage backend
The IS-04 specifies that every connected node in the network must “announce” itself
to the managing server. The server should have the ability to create a new node
registry table, gather all their characteristics as defined in NMOS protocol and
dynamically add new nodes as they are added to the architecture.
The Registration Service implements the Registration API of the NMOS Discovery
and Registration Specification. The detailed message flow among network elements
is figured out in figure 5, and will be fully described in further sections of this paper.
Nodes POST to this API to register themselves and their resources. The Registration
Service also manages garbage collection of Nodes and their resources by requiring
Nodes to send regular keep-alive/heartbeat messages. The Query Service allows
creating long lived queries for the relevant “clients” via web socket subscription. It is
used for information purposes and it will not be developed nor studied deeply in this
paper.
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Mobile (RDS): Node 1

Camera01: Node 2

mDNS service: _nmos-registration._tcp

mDNS service: _nmos-node._tcp

mDNS service discovered

NMOS-HTTP: POST(target: /resource; type: “nmos
type”; data)

loop

NMOS: table update

loop

NMOS: Heartbeat message

Figure 4: NMOS Register and Discovery System UML flow example

The Node logical architecture is common for both registration models and represents
how to implement a Node properly to fit into the NMOS guidelines. Any node has to
implement an HTTP API that makes it accessible from the network. The logical
architecture of a generic node is defined as:
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Node
Node HTTP API
/sources

/flows

/senders

Content Transport
/self

/devices

RTP
TCP/IP

Time
Distribution

Resource updates &
incoming request handling
Control Logic

Parameter changes &
status updates
Content Processing

Figure 5: NMOS Node logic representation

The Node logical model will be further explained and developed in the chapters to
come.
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The operating system used for the application development is Android and it has been
created in a modular scalable way that may allow future functionalities and protocol
implementations. The application has been designed following the NMOS guidelines and
Sony’s product requirements in order to have a more commercial approach of the
prototype.
This chapter will gather all the analysis and design considerations that have led to the
end-result application. As a first step, the project requirements will be identified, later on
the hardware and software list used for the development and by last, a detailed designed
of the application will be presented.

3.1. PROJECT REQUIREMENTS
The project requirements will gather all the aspects that will define the end-result
product of this project and put a first stone on the road to a proper project build
up. The requirements were defined inside the preliminary project document,
although some of them had been added or slightly modified for several reasons.
In this paper, the requirements have been separated into three main areas: software
requirements, hardware requirements and broadcasting requirements.

3.1.1 Software requirements














The whole application must be implemented using Android Operating
System.
The application should be implemented using a modular architecture that
makes possible an easy scalability of it.
Implement the NMOS protocol guidelines to be able to communicate with
any equipment following the NMOS client patterns.
Register and discover resources on the network using the NMOS IS-04.
Identify logical entities defined by the NMOS protocol: Nodes, Devices,
Senders and Receivers.
Propose a proper development for the NMOS IS-05.
Propose a proper development for the NMOS IS-06.
Monitor the network resources and retrieve information of each element
in a real-time basis.
Establish an alerting system following industry behavior patterns.
Manage the alerts in a real-time basis.
Be able to tag priority status to each entity inside the architecture.
Create presets, identify Senders/Receivers and manage them.
Create flows between Senders and Receivers following the IS-05 initial
commitment.
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Use network access via Wi-Fi or allow 4G/3G/HSDPA/HSUPA
communications to access the server.
Establish reasonable security patterns to develop a secure environment.
Use the best programming practices to maintain a reasonable battery levels
when the application is running on server mode.
Be able to communicate with any client implementation following the IS04 guidelines.

3.1.2 Hardware requirements
The hardware requirements will not have a principal role in the project
development since it is intended that the application runs no matter the nature of
the equipment. The only relevant requirements expected from hardware are:
 The equipment has to guarantee the access to the network (via Ethernet,
optic fiber, Wi-Fi…).
 There has to be an authentication server in case the application is used
outside the Local Area Network bounds.
 Any equipment intended to be used in the test or usage of the application
should implement a proper version of the NMOS standards.
 For complex architectures it is highly recommended to have a central
server acting as time master.

3.1.3 Broadcasting requirements





The application should satisfy the minimum timing aspects of any live
production scenario.
Manage the resources in a real-time basis to minimize the impact of
modifying anything while the media is being live broadcasted.
Be able of charge configured presets with different configuration patterns.
Receive alerts and notification based on the user configuration pattern.

3.2. PROJECT DESIGN
Once the requirements have been established the designing phase is the next step
for the project development. The design of the application has to simplify the
development phase by bringing together a vision of the functionalities, operations
and flows of the application. To introduce a simpler design picture it has been
divided in two different stages: the architecture design, the NMOS logic design,
Android logic design and, finally the User Interface (UI) design.
Since the application is going to be designed for Android, the design has to draw
the best programming practices to enhance the performance in these mobile
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platforms. In the project requirements the modularity was listed as one of the
software prerequisites, therefore, this design stage will be focused on define a
preliminary module list, think about future ones and describe them all.
First of all, it is important to define what is being pictured as a module inside the
project specifications. This concept will be used to describe a set of functionality
that may be removed without affecting other modules operation. Therefore,
identifying the different operations of the application will allow to get information
about how many modules have to be used to warrantee the application function
and why. This process will build the software architecture design.
The architecture design will be the most basic model used along the whole project
implementation, so it has to be defined carefully. It is the biggest abstraction of
the application implementation and it is further detailed in the other design
models. The design has to reflect the expected operation of the elements of the
network related to it and, as a consequence, it follows the next operation processes
list:
 Authentication/Security process
 Discovery & Registration process
 Monitoring and notification process
 Resource managing process
These defined processes represent the basic modules to be designed inside the
architecture model that will integrate the software architecture and the hardware
architecture.

3.2.1. Architecture design: Authentication/Security process
The Authentication/security process has to determine what are the best practices
to build an architecture that enables the integrity, security, availability and
confidentiality of the data exchanged inside the IP Live system. As a primary
abstraction of what the security process may involve, the following example
architecture has been designed:
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Figure 6: Example architecture for authentication process design purposes

The example architecture of the figure 6 includes two differentiated Local Area
Networks, each of them with an exit to internet. Inside the network 1 there is a
mobile running the LSM application, targeted in this chapter, and in the network
2 there is an Authentication server that will manage the incoming connections
from Internet. These two parts will consolidate the main use case of the
authentication process. Inside the network 1 there is also a computer running a
web view of the managing server inside network 2 that clarifies that the server has
not to be fully dedicated to the application purposes.
This scenario was posed in order to give a possible solution for the security part
that will be specified in the NMOS IS-06 Network Control Operation. There is no
final approach to it due to the specification work in progress status. Once the
community agrees on a final model, the application should apply it even if it does
not match the purposed one. Until that happens, the authentication/security
mechanism should be implemented following the patterns of this design.
The access to the network 2 through internet should be guaranteed if it is intended
that the application may be used while roaming. Nowadays, the internet providers
dedicate the network to the IP Live broadcast; therefore it is necessary to enable
at least one connection to Internet. In this case the direct gateway to Internet has
been set for the authentication server and the IP Live matrix. If everything listed
above accomplishing the authentication flow should look like:
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Figure 7: Proposed authentication flow abstraction

The figure 7 represents an abstraction of the authentication process purpose. It
shows three phase’s flows: the log in, the communication and the log out. The
communication phase is mad through an https session establishment; the server
will act as a “transparent” actor bypassing all the petitions made to the resources
inside the network 2. It is important to remark that once the application log-in
process is successful the authentication server bypassing the communication flows
has to be able to transform the https requests into http ones to extend the supported
equipment inside the architecture.
Once the authentication/security model is accomplished the design of the project
can move forward to the next identified process: the discovery & registration
process. Although it would make sense to continue developing the architecture
design, to make a simpler explanation of the Discovery & Registration process, it
has been decided to step outside the natural order and present the NMOS logic
design.

3.2.2. NMOS logic design
Since the whole application is based on the NMOS standards (IS-04 and forward
implementations) it was necessary to define the basic elements stated in the JTNM model for the specification: Node, Device, Sender, Receiver, Flow and Grain.
These elements were further explained in the chapter 2.3.1 “NMOS data model”.
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Leaning on figure’s 6 representation of an example audiovisual architecture, each
element implementing the NMOS protocol has been tagged as a node:

Figure 8: Example architecture with NMOS supported equipment tagged

As shown in the figure 8, the existence inside the architecture of equipment that
does not support the NMOS implementations can happen (such as the computers
running the server web views). It is something that will not be strange since the
IP networks are designed to support any kind of connected equipment, even if that
equipment does not follow the NMOS guidelines. The figure above shows the
Node tag on every piece of equipment that implements the NMOS protocol,
therefore, from an NMOS view, only the equipment considered as a Node will be
visible.
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Figure 9: NMOS example architecture with more detailed tags

As shown above, each Node may have a different look inside depending on its
purpose in the audiovisual production process. It is a critic area of the development
to identify all the NMOS functions to be implemented inside each equipment part.
For instance, the equipment and NMOS characteristics of the figure 9 are the
following ones:
 A mobile running the LSM application. The mobile itself is a Node that
provides a Device that is, at the same time, a Receiver of the information
obtained from the network 2 (data flow).
 An authentication server running a NMOS Discovery & Registration service.
It is a device that may consume flows (Receiver) and also send data across
internet (Sender).
 A IP Live matrix, which is a dedicated switch for live productions, implements
a Node that holds a Device that can consume a flow and send across the
network (Sender and Receiver)
 An HDC video camera with an on board microphone. It is a single Node that
represents the camera itself. Implements two different devices (for example
purposes). The first device is used for sending the video flow in an
uncompressed form and the second one is used to send the audio flow
compressed.
 A Camera Control Unit (CCU) module connected to the IP Live matrix. It is
a Node abstraction of a Device that gets the video flow from the camera and
processes it (Receiver). Once the video is processed it is send across the
network to the relevant destination (Sender).
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Finally, a bypassing screen that will show the uncompressed and the posterior
processed video in a real-time basis. It represents a NMOS Device inside a
Node abstraction that consumes a video flow (Receiver).

3.2.3 Architecture design: Discovery & Registration process
The discovery process is highly attached to the registration process and together
conform the Discovery & Registration Specification (DRS) of the NMOS protocol
under the name of IS-04. Following the modular design, the discovery and
registration process may be implemented without having carried out any initial
security/authentication phase. Now that the NMOS logic design has been stated
the current paper may show how the Discovery and Registration process is guided
to be implemented. The Discovery and Registration process follows the RDS
model defined in the NMOS guidelines. The peer-to-peer discovery is also
supported by the NMOS protocol, although it will not be considered for this
project because of the instances explained in the previous chapter.
First of all, to design a valid DRS model it is necessary to include a Registration
Service (RS) inside the audiovisual network. Here comes a point of disruptive in
the project since there are two ways that the application implements properly the
NMOS general model, depending if there is a central managing server or not. In
other words, depends if the application has to act as a client or as a server. In case
there is not a server inside the architecture, the application has to be the one in
charge of offering the Registration Service and automatically discover the
connected nodes. In the case there is already a server, the application will only
instantiate a Query service pointed to the managing server and will populate the
data from it. The project has been thought to use the application in “server mode”
and provide the Registration Service to the network. The state machine graphic
that a Registration Service should follow is:
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Boot NMOS Server

Service closed/
disconected

Publish
Registration
Service in the
network

Update registry
table

Table updated

Searching for new
Nodes and
Resources

Not found

Update

Service closed/
disconected

Service publication
succeed

New Node/s found

Figure 10: NMOS Server Registration Service state machine

As shown in the figure 10 the Registration Service will be the one in charge of
register the nodes connected to the same physical or virtual network. Once the
Server is booted, the Registration Service should be published in the network and
later on search for new Nodes and Resources. The NMOS IS-04 guidelines
changed after stating that the Server was the one in charge of searching the new
Nodes and stated that the Nodes should be the ones that POST to the Registration
Service. This change makes Figure 10 obsolete for the actual Registration Service
specification, and the changes will be notified in future chapters of this project.
The IS-04 specifies that the public advertise of the Registration Service may be
done via DNS or multicast DNS. An example (presented in the previous chapter)
of the communication flow to discover and register new nodes could be:
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Mobile (RDS): Node 1

Camera01: Node 2

mDNS service: _nmos-registration._tcp

mDNS service: _nmos-node._tcp

mDNS service discovered

NMOS-HTTP: POST(target: /resource; type: “nmos
type”; data)

loop

NMOS: table update

loop

NMOS: Heartbeat message

Figure 11: NMOS application Registration and Discovery flow

In this case, the mobile application is working in “server mode” and publishes the
Registration Service in the network via mDNS. The Camera01 that implements
the NMOS IS-04 finds the service provision and gets the host of the Registration
Service. Afterwards, the Camera01 sends an HTTP POST petition to the RS and
after sending all the relevant data (such as Devices, Senders, Receivers and
Flows), it gets “registered”. That means that the Node has will send a heartbeat
message every X seconds. The IS-04 establishes a time between heartbeats of 5
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seconds, although, it has already been discussed to be a variable time depending
on the nature of the resource. Since the heartbeat will be sent periodically, the
Monitoring process design may be defined leaning on that parameter.

3.2.4. Architecture design: Monitoring and notification process
The monitoring process has to enable getting useful information in a real-time
basis from each of the nodes registered in the network, in order to establish the
system and each node health status. Since it is stated by the IS-04 that the Nodes
are the one in charge of sending the “heartbeat” message, which actually provides
node health status, it is not possible to control the nature or the periodicity of the
message but it is possible to manage the information gotten from that message in
a real-time basis. The IS-06 (Network Control Specification) was pictured to settle
the monitoring and alerting process, although, has not been started yet. Therefore,
this paper will make an approach model. For that purpose it is necessary to define
several instances that will consolidate the design.
In one hand, since the heartbeat message contains what has been defined as the
Node health it is clear that the parameter that will build up the whole monitoring
system will be build up surrounding that value. In the other hand, since it has not
been defined yet in the NMOS IS-06 guidelines it will have to be determined. The
notification system model will be defined in consonance with the monitoring
system. The monitoring part of the application has to show the last received data
of the health of the connected nodes in a real-time basis and establish a threshold
depending on the network characteristics. The following errors, notifications and
alarms have been listed to create a proper monitoring model:
 Error – Heartbeat missing 10 seconds ago. (Err_node_dead)
 Error – Node unreachable. (Err_node_unreachable)
 Error – Registration Service terminated unexpectedly. (Err_rs_dead)
 Error – Network connection down. (Err_net_down)
 Error – Unable to charge workgroup (Err_wkgroup_load)
 Error – Unable to authenticate (Err_authentication)
 Error – Unable to connect Sender to Receiver (Err_connect_rx_tx)
 Alert – Node health dropped below threshold. (Alert_node_health)
 Alert – Node receiver changed by other service. (Alert_rx_changed)
 Alert – Node sender changed by other service. (Alert_tx_changed)
 Alert – Battery levels dropdown (Alert_battery_level)
 Notification – Workgroup settings changed. (Notif_wkgroup_changed)
 Notification – New node registered (Notif_node_registration)
 Notification – Node unregistered (Notif_node_unregistration)
 Notification – Sender/Receiver assigned (Notif_resource_set)
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The notifications and alerts should be possible to configure inside the settings of
the application, as well as their priorities. A priority chart has been created to
determine the priority of the errors, alerts and notifications being 0 the most basic
priority and 5 the most urgent/critical.
 Priority 0 – Workgroup settings changed, new node registered.
 Priority 1 – Node unregistered, node sender changed by other service, node
receiver changed by other service.
 Priority 2 – Sender/Receiver assigned, battery levels dropdown.
 Priority 3 – Node unreachable, Node health dropped below threshold,
heartbeat missing 10 seconds ago.
 Priority 4 – Unable to authenticate, unable to charge workgroup, unable to
connect Sender to Receiver.
 Priority 5 – Registration Service terminated unexpectedly, network
connection down.

3.2.5. Architecture design: Resource managing process
The resource managing process is defined by the NMOS Device Connection
Management Specification (IS-05). Currently this specification still on progress
and the design has been focused on creating the best possible approach. The
connection management process has to make tangible the interconnection of every
node inside the network by making flow connections between Senders and
Receivers.
The visualization surface extension of a mobile is considerably shorter that the
surface of a tablet or a computer. It was a great challenge to paint a rendered
routing matrix that is visible for the user and intuitive, therefore, the most effective
approach found was to create a list of resources that allow the connection of a
Sender with a Receiver by finding them in separated columns. This approach is
way less intuitive than a computer UI that allows routing and resource connection
via virtual matrix, although, it is a simpler approach for this case. The proposed
flow for a connection between a Sender and a Receiver is the following one:
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Figure 12: NMOS flow creation between a Sender and a Receiver

The SDP acronym stands for Session Description Protocol. It is a text file that describes
the basic parameters of the Sender’s transmission, such as, video codification protocol or
error correction protocol. As an example, the content of a SDP file may be:
Table 2: SDP example header

Tag value
v
o
s
i (optional)
u (optional)
e (optional)
c (optional)
b (optional)

Session description
Description
Version of the protocol
Origin and session id
Session name
Session information
URI of the description
Email address
Connection information
Bandwidth information
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Table 3: SDP example body & specifications

Tag value
t
r (optional)
m
i (optional)
a (optional)
k (optional)
c (optional)
b (optional)

Timing & media description
Description
Time of active session
Repetition number
Media name and host address
Media title
URI of the description
Cipher key
Connection information
Bandwidth information

The NMOS first theory flows among the industry collaborators point out that the
connection management process has to support the provision of SDP files. As a
consequence it has been set that the LSM application should support them as well.
Since the management of internal information of the resources not related to NMOS
is out of bounds of this project, the application will let the client part to be the one in
charge of the SDP files management.

3.2.6. Android logic design
The Android logic design has to take into account the Activity oriented design that
the Operating System supports. First, there will be two main threads for the
application, in other words, there will be two activities: one for the log in process
and other for the other NMOS processes. Since the second thread will have a large
processing weight it has been decided to divide the second activity into smaller
threads (Fragments).
A fragment is a piece of an application's user interface or behavior that can be
placed in an activity. There are plenty of ways that the Fragment class can be used
in order to achieve a wide variety of results. In its core, it represents a specific
operation or piece of the interface that is running within a larger activity thread.
A fragment is linked to the activity since it cannot be used as a separated instance
inside the program, it is a “child” classed attached to the “parent” activity. It
belongs within the activity lifecycle although any fragment has its own lifecycle.
That means that if the activity is destroyed, all fragments attached to that destroyed
activity will be destroyed. The lifecycle of an Activity is defined by Google in the
Android specifications for developers:
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Figure 13: Google's representation for an Activity lifecycle

The application activities will follow the model represented in figure 13 for the
development of the two main threads for authentication and the other NMOS processes.
It is important to remark that if the activity is killed, the Registration Service should be
stopped and, if it is an intended stop, the server should be able to notify all nodes
registered and properly stop the active services. If the activity thread is resumed, the
Registration Service should be put on hold as well.
Regarding the package distribution, a simple approach was to separate the visual part
from the logic one meanwhile the logic was kept as differentiated as possible. Therefore,
the following packages were established: Activity, NMOS logic, authentication,
connection, fragments and interfaces. The Fragments created for each of the remaining
NMOS functionalities will be created linked to the purposed “views” of the application
and further detailed in the User Interface design.
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3.2.7. User Interface design
The first step for the visual design of this project was to create a visual interface
without any logical implementation on the background. The objective of such
approach was to properly define the sections to develop favoring the modular
division of the application. The initial setup of the UI aimed to replicate the client
version of the Sony’s LSM (Live System Manager).
After taking into account that trying to replicate a computer view was rising
performance issues the design was changed to depurate the UI performance
following Android OS recommendations. The application’s UI has been changed
several times during the development process and even during the working tests.
Nevertheless, the second version of the UI gathers almost every component used
in the final version of the management application:
 Authentication view:
View shown when first access the application (left image below). It
includes a user (email) and a password. After pressing the sign in or
register button there is a loading view (represented at the right).
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Figure 14: LSM App authentication view



Drawer menu view & Home view:
The left image shows the application’s menu. It has a tab entry for every
view described below (Home, Monitoring, Notifications, Settings, Logout
and Help). The right image represents the home view of the LSM
application. The home view shows a table with all the NMOS entities
registered by the application.

Figure 15: LSM application drawer menu & home view
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Monitoring view
This view represents the monitoring tool. It will paint a chart where all the
Node’s relevant parameter’s will be represented.

Figure 16: LSM application monitoring view



Notification view
This view will show a list gathering all the relevant notifications. Since the
notifications have not been defined yet it shows a generic one with the
name “Notification”.

Figure 17: LSM application notification view
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The development stage has to accomplish a version of the application that fulfills all the
specifications raised in the analysis and design of the project. The development phase will
lead to several versions of the application aiming to build up a model based on the designs
of the chapter 3. Due to the complexity of the application and its several parts the
development has been divided into smaller pieces. These pieces will be considered as for
the different “modules” specified in the design phase, although they will be treated in a
different order. In other words, the development phase will be separated into:
 Android development
 NMOS base logic development
 DRS development
 Monitoring & notification development
 Resource management development
 User interface depuration
Every module development will have implicitly attached an operation check process that
will verify that the development phase is accomplishing all the requirements of the
project. These are not the definitive test, they are only sign offs to arrive to a proper end
result. Testing the development progress would build a stronger, fault resilient application
and will reduce the bug log in the production phase.
The authentication development has been set apart since the design required the setup of
an authentication server which has not been possible to include. The design should be a
good enough reference in order to include extended security procedures if it is intended
to develop the purposed model.

4.1. ANDROID DEVELOPMENT
This part of the development will be focused on putting together all the key parts
that may be affected by the Android OS design. Android logic is based on Java
programming language, meanwhile the visual component relies on a mix between
Java and XML (eXtended Markup Language). The application will have to pursue
the best programming practices to minimize the repercussion of the Android
visual and programmed part in the performance of the main operation scope.
As defined in the Android logic design in previous sections, there will be two
activities created regarding the Authentication and the NMOS operation. The
reason of taking this approach was because of the performance enhancement. The
Android activities are based on threads and using a thread for every module (that
may also create sub-threads) would saturate the application even with few active
nodes.
Other reason to don’t take that approach is the communication between activities.
In case that every module would be represented by an application, the shared
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variables should be passed from one activity to other as an object and not as a
reference to the memory; this would consume too many resources. The final
decision was to separate the activity main threads into fragments.
In order to measure the performance difference between fragments and activity
base applications a performance operation check was developed. In one hand, a
test application was created based on activity interaction and heavy threading
operations (timers, tasks and incremental loops). On the other hand, same logic
but, instead of activities, fragments were used. The results were measured by
setting a starting timestamp and an end-result timestamp and subtracting the
difference.
Table 4: Fragment vs Activity performance check
Test type
Activity
Fragment
Mathematical loop (I)
3034 milliseconds
2030 milliseconds
Mathematical loop (II)
9545 milliseconds
7866 milliseconds
Mathematical loop (III)
14005 milliseconds
10132 milliseconds
Heavy file management
2113 milliseconds
1046 milliseconds
Connection management 6077 milliseconds
4520 milliseconds
The performance check was made in a virtual environment with the same
equipment under the same circumstances to try to reduce the impact of other
applications interference. Looking to the results of Table 4 it is obvious that the
performance’s gap is enormous, especially if the application has some heavy
processing loops. Then, why use two activities and not a single activity divided
into fragments? The reasons to use a two activity layer version of the application
were:
 The Log-in activity will represent a “parent” thread that will not share
variables with the NMOS activity operation (hereinafter called
MainActivity). This will guarantee a two-step access to the main thread.
 The Main Activity thread would be way too heavy if every operation
would have to check the user permissions and authentication status. Once
the Log-in activity has been substituted by the MainActivity the user
would be authenticated until the parent thread is destroyed.
 The destruction of the Log-in thread could be time triggered or centralserver triggered and it would cause the destruction of the MainActivity
thread. Creating a time safe-keeping.
The main activity will offer all the NMOS related operations, although it has been
divided in fragments to improve the performance of the LSM application and
simplify its development. The thread has been divided into:
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 Main thread (the activity itself)
 Home fragment
 Settings fragment
 Monitoring fragment
 Notifications fragment
 Help fragment
Each fragment will contain the logic related to a certain operation and
visualization of the application and will allow the thread-safe sharing of critical
variables. These fragments will have further explanation in the following chapters.
Besides the fragment division the application includes a package division for other
classes related to the operation of the NMOS protocol inside the application
(connection, NMOS logic and interfaces).

4.2. NMOS BASE LOGIC
The NMOS IS-04 introduces a series of basic elements that will contain all the
logic regarding the operation of the networked media: Node, Device, Sender,
Receiver and Flow. These entities were introduced in the state of the art and
defined in the design as an abstract box. From the design phase the importance of
identifying the virtual/physical equipment’s NMOS attribution was as well
evidenced. In this stage, the abstraction of these entities will receive a meaningful
purpose in the application’s ecosystem.
The attributes related to each entity have been modified since the beginning of the
project due to specification issues (raised from industry provider’s discordance).
The current version describes the last and approved version of the NMOS entities:
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Figure 18: NMOS entities logic

All NMOS entities (Node, Device, Sender, Receiver and Flow) could be
abstracted as a Resource. They will share certain attributes that have been defined
as the “Resource core”. These attributes are:
 The UUID – The Universally unique identifier that will make the resource
different from others that may share the same values.
 The resource type – It may be one of Node, Device, Sender, Receiver or
Flow.
 The version of the resource – Last time the resource was modified. It can
be a tagged timestamp depending on the time distribution between
resources.
 The Description – Short description of the resource. Should not be
extended more than 250 characters.
 The Label – Free form of resource description with tags, it is used to
filtering purposes. May be empty.
Besides the common attributes every type of resource has its own characteristics
and defines other attributes necessary for a proper operation of the NMOS
protocol inside a generic connected audiovisual architecture. The schema of figure
18 was used to establish the NMOS Java class architecture.
The NMOS resource types follow the dependencies listed in the figure 3 and, as a
consequence of that, the referenced classes follow a hierarchical logic. A Device
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class would not be created if there is not a parent Node; the same goes for a
Sender/Receiver without a Device or a Flow without any origin Sender. That is
the reason why even if every resource type has its own UUID the subclasses will
refer the upper “parent” class.
The class creation in any NMOS supporting equipment should follow the hierarch
and the Node should be the first class to be instantiated. From logic, if a Node may
contain several Devices and a Device may contain several Senders/Receivers the
references to the subclasses inside the application would be done via array of
objects (This receives the name of collections in Android/Java).
After setting up the resource core and the hierarchical logic the class creation for
the different entities relied on the required entity parameters. The Node required
attributes are the following ones:
 Host – It is the address through which the NMOS Node API could be
accessed. It may be presented as a hostname, an IPv4 address or an IPv6
address.
 Port – Port number which the Node API is running on. The number could
only have a value between 1 and 65535 (as the computer architectures).
 Protocol – The supported protocol by the Node instance. (One of
http/https).
 Clocks – An array of clocks available for the Devices created by the Node.
For instance internal or PTP clock.
The Device required attributes are the following:
 Device type – It describes the Device’s URN (Unique Reference Name).
Until now there have been only two main descriptors agreed, first one for
a generic device and the second one for a pipeline (such as a bypass
screen):
o urn:x-nmos:device:generic
o urn:x-nmos:device:pipeline
 Node UUID – Reference for the parent Node to which the Device belongs.
 Senders [ ] – Array containing the UUIDs of the Senders related to that
Device.
 Receivers [ ] – Array containing the UUIDs of the Receivers related to
that Device.
 Controls [ ] – Array containing the control exposed end-points for the
Device operation. Each element is composed of a pair of values (HREF to
the control and a URN for the type of control).
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The Sender required attributes are the following:
 Flow UUID – UUID of the Flow created or retransmitted by that Sender
 Transport – Describes in a URN format the transport type ingested by the
sender. There are several protocols and formats of those protocols that may
be used for video/audio transmission. Some examples may be:
o urn:x-nmos:transport:rtp.ucast (Real Time Protocol – unicast)
o urn:x-nmos:transport:rtp.mcast (Real Time Protocol – multicast)
o urn:x-nmos:transport:dash (DASH transport)
 Device UUID – UUID of the Device to which that Sender is attached
 Manifest HREF – Http URL that contains the procedures to connect to
the Sender (SDP file for RTP)
The Receiver required attributes are the following:
 Transport – Describes in a URN format the transport type consumed by
the receiver. It should be configured in the same way as the Sender of the
relevant Flow. There are several protocols and formats of those protocols
that may be used for video/audio transmission/reception. Some examples
may be:
o urn:x-nmos:transport:rtp.ucast (Real Time Protocol – unicast)
o urn:x-nmos:transport:rtp.mcast (Real Time Protocol – multicast)
o urn:x-nmos:transport:dash (DASH transport)
 Device UUID – UUID of the Device to which that Sender is attached
 Subscription – UUID of the Sender to which the consumed Flow belongs.
At initialization should be null.
Paying attention to the Sender/Receiver and Flow entities it was difficult to
develop such an abstract model, therefore the provisions presented above were
taken as the core of the relevant entities and subdivided into: Receiver audio,
Receiver video, Receiver mux, Receiver data, Flow core, Flow audio, Flow video,
Flow data, Flow mux. Each of them will be developed to enable the different
formats and platforms for audiovisual systems.
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4.3. DISCOVERY AND REGISTRATION SYSTEM
The development of the Discovery and Register System has gotten the main role
in the development phase. Since it belongs to the already approved NMOS IS-04
it is the most detailed and extended part of the application. The current version
(1.1.) contemplates all the necessary procedures to establish a proper Discovery
and Registration System and supposes the stone mile in which the other
development modules step up.

4.3.1 mDNS Service
Following the design specifications (figure 11) the DRS flow starts when the
Registration Service (RS) is advertised in the network. The Nodes should be
“listening” to the instances of the RS and, in case they find any, POST all the
relevant information to the host of the RS. Hosting an mDNS service and publish
it in the network is quite easy in a computer equipment environment. This case
was special since the service advertisement and providing procedures had to look
after the mobile platform limitations.
In order to create, manage and develop a proper Registration Service while the
mobile limitations were attended different alternatives were tested. After several
tests (later on detailed) the external libraries were discarded and it was decided to
use Android local tools even if the development was trickier. The two main
technologies that were thought to be used in the definitive application were: NSD
and Wi-Fi direct. These are two tools provided by the Android development
environment that allow the publication of an mDNS service. At the end the used
tool was NSD since Wi-Fi direct had more limitations in a real application test.
NSD (Network Service Discovery) allows the application to connect to other
devices on a local network such as printers, other applications or HTTPS servers.
The NSD implements a multicast DNS based snippet that allows the application
to connect to, create or manage a service. In this case the service will be created
in the server application, which has received the name of LSM application and
has to be discovered by the client devices. It brings up an easy method of
authentication in a peer-to-peer basis for multiple purposes as file sharing or multiclient applications. Android offers a NSD API to simplify the development phase.
There are multiple functionalities that the NSD tool enables, the project’s relevant
ones are:
 Register a Service on the network
 Run the Service
 Discover Services on the network
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Connect to Services on the network

From the previous list of features only some of them will be used by the LSM
application (Register and instantiate the Service) and the other will be used for a
possible implementation of a Client side (Discover and connect to the Service).
For both parts of the architecture (server and client) the NSD features will be used
via the NSD Manager entity. In the following pages, each feature will be explained
with more details to create a deeper version of what has been developed in the
application.
Register a Service on the network:
It is not necessary to register the service if the developer is not interested in
broadcast the app’s services over the local network. That is why this feature would
not be included in the code of a possible Client side.
To register the service an NsdServiceInfo object is created and populated. As its
name represents, it is an object that will gather all the specifications needed for
the service creation. The required parameters to fully configure Service’s
description are:
 Service name – In this case the name has been set to LSM_DRS. It is not
a unique parameter so the Android NSD manager may change the service
name to avoid conflict with other services the mobile might be using.
 Service type – NMOS guidelines specifies that the Registration Service
must be identified by the type “_nmos-registration._tcp” where the syntax
represents “_<protocol>._<transport_layer>”. In other words, it represents
that the protocol used is the NMOS registration protocol and it is running
over TCP.
 Service port – The port where the service may be accessed. It is a main
source of errors due to the possible conflicts rising from the usage of the
same port by two different applications. That is the reason why the port
number had to be referenced without hardcoding. For the development of
the NMOS model, since the message exchange would be done via HTTP
RESTful API the port number was set to 8080 (Availability checked at
IANA’s site).
Besides the required parameters some other parameters were configured by
modifying the NSD interfaces to allow compatibility with Sony’s proprietary
protocols.
Running the Service Registration:
After setting up the service it is necessary to run the service registration and check
if it was successful. It is also important to check if the provisions of the NSD
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information objet have changed since it might raise errors afterwards. Also, it is
important to stop the service advertisement once the application is terminated or
paused. The main reason to stop the service when the application is suspended is
that the battery levels may be downsizing even if the application is unused. This
process is known as Service unregistration.

Figure 19: DRS - NMOS Client resolved Service

Discover Services on the Network:
This part would be done by the client implementation. It is not necessary to
register a Service on the network to be able of discovering services. All NMOS
clients have to implement a service discovery system in order to be able to POST
their information to the Registration Service equipment. The implementation of
an Android based client would use the NSD manager tool as well to discover the
Service provided by the LSM application and manage the connection.
The NSD API uses by default the methods implemented from the
“DiscoverServices” interface to inform the application of the whole service
discovery status: found a service, service lost, service resolution failed. In this
specific case the interface was modified to enable the Sony’s proprietary
materials. The service discovery process is usually checked several times
whenever a service is found:
1. The name of the service found is compared to the name of the local
service. In the case there is not local service configured, it is compared
to a given one. For a NMOS client instance of this the service name
would be “LSM application”.
2. The service type is checked. If the service type is not a service to be
checked it is discarded (saving processing capabilities).
3. The connection to the correct application is checked.
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Connect to Services on the Network:
Once a Service is found, the Service is “resolved” by the NSD manager to obtain
all the relevant information of the Service (host address, port address and other
parameters).

4.3.2 Resource registration
Once the Registration Service is announced in the network via multicast DNS the
Clients should be able to POST their information to the RS and periodically send
the heartbeat message to the DRS server they are subscribed to. The problem for
that process is that the RS is not running in a computer based server able to manage
infinite resources registration. In this project the RS is running in a mobile device
with limited processing capabilities and energy limitations. As a consequence the
application is not designed to support huge audiovisual architectures. The initial
limit has been set to thirty nodes, although it will be studied in the following
chapter.
First of all, in order to register a resource, it is necessary to create a built-in server
in the system that is able to process all the information posted from the clients.
The NMOS guidelines specify that the format for the information passed across
the network must be contained in a JSON document. For Java it can be represented
by a JSON object with the name of the relevant JSON document. The built-in
server should be able to process the incoming POST petitions and process them
to create the NMOS object entity.

Figure 20: Built-in server abstraction

The two main technologies studied to be used for the creation of the application’s
server were: pure Java language or Node JS (via JavaScript library integration).
At the end, using a pure Java implementation of the server was decided in order
to avoid possible future problems rising from language or application
incompatibilities. Therefore, following the previous example the registration flow
so far would be shaped as:
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Figure 21: NMOS DRS development flow

The figure above shows an example of a Node registering itself to the built-in
server created by the application. The server has been configured to process the
HTTP POST petitions and provide a suitable answer (200/400). To register
themselves into the registration server all Nodes have to point their POST petitions
to the following relative URI: “./x-nmos/registration/resource”. The Node
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instance and its dependent entities (Devices, Senders, Receivers and Flows) are
storage in a Node list that is presented in the Home view of the application.
The server implementation has been developed to enable the concurrent
registration of multiple nodes without consuming too much processing
capabilities. As a consequence, the registration process takes some more time,
although it increases its fault resilience and the usage in architectures that are
already configured.

4.3.3 Resource unregistration
Once the Nodes are registered the application has to offer a procedure to the end
user that enables the manual elimination of any Node. This is more complex than
it seems because if a Node is intentionally eliminated from the Node list, it should
not be included again in the RS loop.
When a Node is deleted from the application’s list it is not notified to the Node
due to NMOS prospections. This means that the deleted Node is able to keep on
sending heartbeats to the Registration System, consuming resources and
appearing in the main Node List. In order to avoid that redundancy, a “deleted”
flag has been added to the Node’s logic model. Once a Node is deleted from the
list it will be registered in a secondary list (as deleted) as long as it is alive, to
achieve that the “deleted” flag will be activated. This flag will prevent the
application to process information from that Node and it will not appear in the
Node list nor the monitoring view. To enable the reincorporation of a “deleted”
Node that still active to the home view, the “deleted” flag might be deactivated
from settings and the Node will appear in the main Node list again.
Another issue found in the resource unregistration was to determine when delete
a Node from the Node list. This matter has been studied in the monitoring and
notification development.

4.4. MONITORING AND NOTIFICATIONS
The monitoring and notification system developments are highly attached. These
two systems are the development proposition of the student for the Network
control & operation (IS-06) of the NMOS guidelines. The objective of this
development line is to provide the end user a tool that enables the measurement
of the audiovisual architecture’s operation without needing a computer. The
notifications would pop up depending on the status of the NMOS supporting
equipment.
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4.4.1 The Node’s heartbeat
As defined in the design phase the Node’s POST message has been set to be sent
as a heartbeat to the Server instance every 5 seconds. The heartbeat contains the
relevant Node’s health. This will be the base of all the proposed monitoring
system and the object of study. Although, first it is necessary to define what the
Node’s health should be. The health status of every Node should be defined by a
parameter that would be able to describe every NMOS’s connected equipment and
be used as a reference to establish a proper “threshold”.
The threshold will be a calculated parameter that will set a limit under which the
Node’s health is a reason to bring up a notification, alarm or error. The reason it
is a calculated value and not a hardcoded constant is because the variety of
equipment, environments and configurations that the NMOS guidelines intend to
support. Relying on the audiovisual configurations to establish a monitoring
system would have raised the complexity of the project, therefore, the two
parameters taken into account have been the equipment’s health and a health value
taken from the network environment.
The health parameter will follow the same logic as the threshold. This means that
it will be calculated and it will not depend only on the Node’s instances. Then,
what is the best approach to set a proper health formula? After doing several
checks and assumptions it was decided to keep it simple and use a timestamp
system. The Node generates a timestamp that is sent to the LSM application; when
received the server generates a second timestamp and the health parameter is
calculated via the subtraction.
𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ = [𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑟 − 𝑇𝑆𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 ] (𝑚𝑠)
Regarding the calculation of the Node’s health, the threshold parameter should be
set depending on the network capabilities. It will be used to be compared with the
Node’s health to trigger the user’s configured notifications alarms or errors.
𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ + 𝑇𝑆𝑁𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 (𝑚𝑠)
Where the timestamp of the network is calculated by the following formula:
𝑇𝑆𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠
𝑇𝑆𝑁𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 = [
] + 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 (𝑚𝑠)
𝑁𝑒𝑡𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
The target value would be a configurable constant that will set up the maximum
delay considering the jitter and the possible interferences. It will take a value that
will depend directly from the audiovisual architecture nature. One tentative value
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for the target value in a small architecture with few NMOS equipment could be of
1500 milliseconds.
The Node health value represents the time that takes to the Node to reach the
application and it is compared with the threshold. The threshold represents the
mean time that would take to send the timestamp bytes based on the network
capabilities and adds up a target time that is configured by the user (1500
milliseconds by default). These two parameters consolidate the base for the
monitoring and notification system.

Figure 22: LSM App monitoring view displayed in a real-time basis

The results from the figure 22 show a real case scenario that will be more detailed
in the application delivery tests chapter. It shows the health for two nodes and a
constant threshold value calculated at the beginning of the Nodes performance
check. The X axis of the graphic represents the built-in server timestamp and the
Y axis represents the health value calculated.

4.4.2 Notifications, alarms and errors
The notification system was properly designed in the previous chapter, although,
from the development phase was incomplete. The notifications, alarms and errors
defined were correct, although, there was no way to identify what would the
trigger for them.
Now that the principal error raising development process is almost done, most of
the notifications, alarms and errors defined in the design phase can be developed
with more details. The errors, alarms and notifications defined in the design phase
were:
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Error – Heartbeat missing 10 seconds ago. (Err_node_dead)
Error – Node unreachable. (Err_node_unreachable)
Error – Registration Service terminated unexpectedly. (Err_rs_dead)
Error – Network connection down. (Err_net_down)
Error – Unable to load workgroup (Err_wkgroup_load)
Error – Unable to authenticate (Err_authentication)
Error – Unable to connect Sender to Receiver (Err_connect_rx_tx)
Alert – Node health dropped below threshold. (Alert_node_health)
Alert – Node receiver changed by other service. (Alert_rx_changed)
Alert – Node sender changed by other service. (Alert_tx_changed)
Alert – Battery levels dropdown (Alert_battery_level)
Notification – Workgroup settings changed. (Notif_wkgroup_changed)
Notification – New node registered (Notif_node_registration)
Notification – Node unregistered (Notif_node_unregistration)
Notification – Sender/Receiver assigned (Notif_resource_set)

Now the triggers that will set up the notification list will be defined. Notice that
in the term “notification list” it is implicit the nature of the notification that may
take the shape of an error, alarm or regular notification. Each of the following
triggers are written following the previous listed notifications order:
Name of the trigger
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
T13

Table 5: LSM app triggers location and descriptions

Location
Monitoring Fragment
Monitoring Fragment
NSD Manager
Built-in Server
Settings Fragment
Home Fragment
Monitoring Fragment
Built-in Server
Main activity
Settings Fragment
NSD Manager
Node list
Home Fragment

Description
Node heartbeat missing 10 seconds
Node unreachable
RS terminated unexpectedly
Network connection down
Unable to load workgroup
Unable to connect Sender and Receiver
Node’s health dropdown below threshold
Node’s parameters changed
Battery levels decreasing quickly
Workgroup settings changed
New node registered
Node unregistered
Sender/Receiver assigned

Using the figure 22 as an example, the marked Node’s health parameter would
pull the trigger T7 (Node’s health dropdown below threshold) and it will create a
new Alert in the Notification view that will be pointing to it.
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Figure 23: LSM app trigger example

4.4.3 Timing requirements: Synchronization and performance
The built-in server has been designed to manage several requests to different
URL’s in a coordinated way. If the DRS module was the only one to be developed
the synchronization issue would not be a key aspect of the development. For the
application’s proper operation the list of tasks to be accomplished once the RS is
up would be:
 Process Node’s POST request message.
o Check the type of resource.
o Create the NMOS object (Node, Device, Sender…).
o Add the object to the relevant resource list.
 Process the different resource’s list to display on home view
o Access the list and go through the objects.
o Automatically add to the view a new object if added to the list.
o Automatically remove from the view an object if deleted from the
list.
o Change parameters if they have been changed from the list.
 Process Node’s heartbeat message
o Calculate the initial threshold depending on the networks nature.
o Update heath status in the relevant Node once the message is
received.
 Process Node’s health to display on monitoring view
o Access the health parameter from the Nodes of the Node list.
o Get the current value.
o Add it to the display chart.
o Pop the relevant message in case of necessary.
 Pop notification message.
 Pop alert message.
 Pop error message.
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From the previous list it is clear to say that there are several concurrent tasks being
developed that share complex object variables between them. The built-in server
has been designed to be able to manage multiple requests and implement a priority
system based on the application modules operation. That means that the Discovery
and Registration System messages would have priority, for example, against a
Node’s heartbeat, while the Node’s heartbeat would have a higher priority than a
Node parameter’s change.
The rest of the application’s logic will develop as well a concurrency and priority
system. More important, the process used to enable the concurrent task execution
has to preserve the performance levels to be optimum. The key variables to be
shared would be the resources list and the notifications list. The problem is that
these two variables are complex objects that would need to have all their contained
elements synchronized as well (Device, Notification or Alert).
In a classic software development view a series of interfaces would have been
done to fill the concurrency gap. In this case, besides creating synchronized lists,
the issue has been resolved by developing an Observer pattern.
The observer pattern is a software development very similar to the PublisherSubscriber pattern. It considers the logic of a one-to-many dependency. Whenever
a key object (the observable) is changed the observers that depend on it are
notified. This saves a lot of middle-steps by keeping the application form use
infinite variables for each object contained in the resources list.
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Figure 24: Real-time monitoring. Observer pattern development

The observer pattern allows the application to establish the monitoring system in
a real-time basis. Supposing the proper state of the connection between the Nodes
and the application, every time a Node’s health status is updated (Observable
modified) it is notified to the Observers that will process the status change. In the
case of the monitoring view, the status is reflected in the created graphic and in
the case it is reason to pop a notification it will be done immediately.
As shown in figure 24 the Observable for the application would be the Node list
(which includes the other NMOS entities lists) and the Observers will be every
class that will need to be notified if any part of the object is changed or removed.
The Interface logic was substituted by the observer pattern in the middle of the
development phase because the amount of interfaces created was really high and
the concurrent tasks using them were causing a performance drop down. Other
benefits of using this development pattern are:
 The observable object is not aware of how many observers are pending to
a status change.
 The observers may be observing several class instances.
 To add a new observer it is not necessary to change the observable.
The monitoring and notification correct development and the observable patter are
fully demonstrated in the next chapter (application delivery tests).
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4.4. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
The resource management development phase aims to create a proposal that may
suit the NMOS Device Connection Management Specification (IS-05). This
specification is still work in progress; therefore, the developed model is just an
approximation of what should be done by the application to manage the registered
resources.
It is possible to elucidate that the resource management would have a wider
development area focused on the client part of the NMOS protocol. The server
part will be minimized since it is out of the project’s bounds. The actions taken by
the application will not include the direct resource configuration. That process
would consume too many resources and, as remarked previously, would be out of
the project competences.
The resource management will be transparent and configurable and it will develop
the design architecture introduced in the previous chapter. It is important to point
out that the application will be a transparent manager of the resources. In other
words, the server will put in contact a Sender and a Receiver to consume a Flow
without configuring any parameter.
The NMOS client that owns the Sender should be the one in charge of establish
the communication between the Receiver and itself.

4.4.1 Resource filtering and routing
The routing action is defined as “the use of a particular path or direction for
something to travel or be placed”. In the project’s context the routing development
will be focused on create a routing matrix that will connect a certain Sender with
one or several Receivers.
The routing process has been developed in the Home view of the application and
a series of simple filters have been added to simplify and enhance the user
experience. It is not as comfortable to use as a computer UI but it brings up the
possibility to modify the audiovisual architecture’s flow anytime the user wants.
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Figure 25: LSM App Home view example

The figure above shows the previous developed display of the abstraction
purposed for the “routing matrix”. The example is more detailed in the next
chapter but it is a good base to explain the logic of the routing proposal. The user
will select a Sender of the left list and it will turn blue. After that if the user selects
a Receiver the connection resource process will start.

4.4.2 Connecting a Sender and a Receiver
The connection process executed in the server is transparent, which means that it
is only a procedure to notify the sender where to send the audio, video or data to
the selected received. It will only send the necessary data for the Sender to connect
to the Receiver and it will receive a response depending on many aspects.
At first, it was decided to keep the process completely in the client side, although,
from the NMOS basic entities it is possible to refer to the type of receiver and the
type of flow that a sender may send. This might be used as a first filter to check if
the connection is compatible or not, although, it would make the connection
process a bit slower.
It is possible that a single Receiver consumes the flow of several Senders (that
would be the case of an IP matrix, for example) and it is possible as well that a
Sender enables several content Flows to different Receivers (a camera being
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bypassed by a screen). A proposal to the NMOS project has been the following
flow of an effective Sender/Receiver connection, this will result as:

Figure 26: LSM app purposed Sender/Receiver connection flow

Where the LSM application would be send the correspondent transport parameters
to staged. It should not change the behavior of the Sender until the Sender does
not confirm the availability (HTTP/S respond code equals to 200). After
confirmation the LSM application will push the relevant parameters into the
Sender’s logic. By doing this the Sender will change its output and update or create
the transport file (the SDP in case of RTC communication). The GET message is
optional if the LSM application wants to receive that information.
Once the connection between the Sender and the Receiver is set, the Receiver will
send a confirmation response (200) to the application. Since the specification does
not get into details for the “bulk” interface that may be used to support any kind
of equipment the development of the previous flow was not fully followed.
Instead, the LSM application leaves the complete set up of the connection to the
clients and does not specify the parameters needed. At the time the NMOS IS-05
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is fully constructed the LSM application will be modified to try to achieve the
correct model.

4.5. UI DEPURATION
The user interface has been depurated in order to achieve a real-time visualization
of any resource registered in the application. The current chapter will go through
all the views and remark what has been set to improve the user experience with
the application.

4.5.1 The Home view
The home view includes a tabular menu to access the other views of the
application, a filter to classify among Node list, Device list, Sender/Receiver list
and Flows.

Figure 27: LSM App Home view after depuration process

The entries of the list are updated every time any resource is registered. The upper
spinner allows the user to pass all the NMOS registered entities of the architecture.
It is because a custom adapter for the list view has been created in consonance
with the Node list (via Observer pattern) and it is updated automatically if any
update happens.
The Senders/Receivers tab of the Spinner shows up all the Senders and Receivers
of the application and anytime a Sender is received the list is updated and shows
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all the Receivers available to consume the Flow generated. Every entry of the
resources should show the version, an internal generated ID, the type of the
resource and a brief description of the resource.

4.5.2 The Notifications view
The notifications view has been depurated to follow the same logic as the Home
view. It is automatically updated if any kind of notification happens. Considering
a real scenario the notifications view might be:

Figure 28: LSM App notifications view example

The adapter used for this view is reused from the Home view, which is not ideal
but saves redundant functionality instantiation in the application.

4.5.3 General layout debugging
Besides the main changes in the Home and Notification’s list the other parts of the
application have been also depurated by using the Android tools such as the layout
inspector and Systrace:
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Figure 29: Layout inspector generated information

Systrace has been used to measure the performance of the UI of the application
once installed in a mobile device. The current paper does not go into details of its
usage although it was important to mention the tool.
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This chapter is the culmination of the project. It is based on a series of tests that are meant
to be the project’s quality measure. There are several tests that have been developed to
define what are the advantages and weakness of the application.
The end-result delivery tests have been divided into:
 Node allocation, development of a client and test in a real network
o Single Node
o Two Nodes
o Multiple Nodes
 Testing general manufacturer’s equipment

5.1. NMOS IS-04/06 REAL TEST
In order to test the operation of the LSM application a NMOS Android Client
application has been developed in consonance with the necessities of the design
and development phase. It was created following the NMOS IS-04 guidelines;
therefore, it could be used for any Registration Service instance.
The delivery test’s objective aimed in this part of the chapter was to set up and
create a test environment out from the virtualization. It is the maximum expression
of the NMOS project: the protocol may be used by any type of equipment and that
includes, of course, low cost equipment such as other mobile devices, Wi-Fi
speakers, TV screens. This opens the door for an application out of the
professional scenario.
The common equipment and its specifications used for the following tests have
been:
Table 6: IS-04/06 Real test equipment (I)

Android
Model
Chipset
CPU
RAM

Sony Xperia XZ (Client)
V6.0.1
F8331
64 bit architecture
Quad-core 2.15GHz
3GB LPDDR4

Sony Xperia XA (Server)
V6.0
F3211
64 bit architecture
Octa-core 2GHz
3GB LPDDR4

5.2.1 Node registration test: scenario 1
A single virtual Node was set up in the client to test the registration process. Also,
a Device and a Sender have been configured to be posted at the Registration
service. The registration result was successful and the home view was
automatically updated. The test results steps are shown below:
 Client multicast NSD instance found and successful resolution
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Figure 30: NMOS Client test RS successfully found and resolved messages



LSM application Node and Device lists updated

Figure 31: LSM Application Node and Device lists
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LSM Sender/Receiver list updated

Figure 32: LSM application Sender/Receiver list updated



LSM application Notification view:
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Figure 33: LSM App notifications view for test scenario 1

5.2.2 Node registration test: scenario 2
Ten virtual Nodes have been set up in the client to test the registration process.
The registration result was successful and the home view was automatically
updated. The test results steps are shown below:



LSM application Node and Device list updated
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Figure 34: LSM Application Node and Device lists scenario 2



LSM application Senders/Receivers list updated and Notifications

Figure 35: LSM Application Notifications and Senders list scenario 2
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5.2.3 Node monitoring test: scenario 1
This test will go through the different results gathered using the monitoring system
for a single virtual Node registered by the Registration System. The system chosen
for this test is composed of one laptop creating a virtual Node, a mobile terminal
running the application and two Wi-Fi access points (routers).

Figure 36: Node monitoring test - equipment used

The network characteristics are listed below:
Table 7: Table 6: IS-04/06 Real test equipment (II)

Network Characteristics
Number of AP’s
2 Access Points
Measure
Sample server
Ping
4 milliseconds
Download Speed 41,94 Mbps
Upload Speed
45,31 Mbps
Measure time
15 seconds



Usage in a crowded LAN
The first test of the Node health has been done in the LAN with the
characteristics listed above. The LAN is crowded with multiple devices
(independent from the NMOS protocol) to simulate a domestic scenario.
The Monitoring view shows the following graphic:
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Figure 37: LSM App monitoring view single node, crowded LAN

It shows how the heath value (white graphic) oscillates below the threshold
(red graphic). The threshold has a constant value taken from the addition
of the mean ping time to a nearby public test server allocated in Madrid (4
milliseconds) and a target value considered from the jitter induced by the
IP architecture (1.5 milliseconds).


Usage in a dedicated LAN
The next test for the Node health was to use the LAN exclusively for the
NMOS equipment to simulate a professional ambit. To keep the network
from accepting other devices/applications connections a mask was
configured to accept only the NMOS devices data flows. The results from
this test were:
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Figure 38: LSM App monitoring view single node, dedicated LAN

The figure above represents the results gathered from the test. The graphic
in the left represents the Node health measure done at two considerable far
away distances from both Access Points. The step shows how the health
value increases from 4 to 5 milliseconds, which indicates that the time that
takes the health message to notify the RS increases.
In the graphic of the right the Node has been moved nearby one AP and
then taken again far away. The result is meaningful according to the done
procedure.

5.2.4 Node monitoring test: scenario 2
This test will go through the different results gathered using the monitoring system
for two virtual Nodes registered by the Registration System. The network
characteristics are the same as for the scenario one. The results gotten in this test
were:
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Figure 39: LSM App monitoring view two nodes, dedicated LAN

The left picture shows how a node is being added (client application started) after
the first one. The health values of the second added Node have the shape of a step
since there are not enough values and it is supposed to be ideal (0 milliseconds of
delay).
The right picture is an already established situation were the two Nodes have sent
enough heartbeats to visualize a straight line (dedicated LAN, there are not
interferences that change the health). The threshold value is for both cases 5
milliseconds since the ping time improved.

5.2.5 Node monitoring test: scenario 3
This test will go through the different results gathered using the monitoring system
for several virtual Nodes registered by the Registration System. The network
characteristics are the same as for the scenario one. A color system has been added
to make easier the monitoring system resolution. The results gotten in this test
were:
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Figure 40: LSM App monitoring view several nodes added

Three nodes were added at the first instance to measure the operability of the
monitoring view. One of the nodes was situated in a metallic box to interfere with
the Wi-Fi signal received (blue graphic). The behavior of the view was good
enough to get the values in a real-time basis.
After this first instance the server was booted again to get the view of a more nodecrowded network. Five Nodes were set up in different devices and the results were
tested. One of the Nodes was shut down during the test to check if the
unregistration system was effective:
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Figure 41: LSM App monitoring view several nodes added

As the figure 40 shows the nodes are being monitored correctly. The unreachable
node has been deleted from the monitoring view. The monitoring view has been
tested to work properly with up to 7 Node instances, from that point the rendering
process consumes too many resources and the application presents several
problems. Also, is important to remark that the blue graphic still represents a Node
created by a device inside a metallic box.
Since one of the Nodes was deleted (unregistered) due to its shut down, the
Notification view was investigated afterwards and the result was the following:
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Figure 42: LSM App notification view several nodes added

5.2. MANUFACTURER’S GENERAL NMOS TEST
The purpose of this step is to check the compatibility of the LSM application with other
manufacturer’s Client implementations. The mot used distribution of the software is the
Streampunk’s Ledger implementation of the NMOS Registration and Discovery
Specifications (IS-04). It is written in JavaScript and it is a complete implementation of
all characteristics listed in the specification, which is the reason that makes it the
industry’s most used NMOS client.

Figure 43: Ledger’s Node API example
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Ledger has plenty of functionalities such as virtual environment creation or Node API
implementation. In this case has been used to implement a client that resembles a general
manufacturer’s implementation. The results were satisfactory and showed below:

Figure 44: Ledger Client compatibility

The Ledger distribution was ran from a computer and pointed to the mobiles host address
(with port 8080). One Node instance was created; two devices, a sender and a receiver
were added afterwards. Therefore, the data from the notification list is correct.
The health value of the client was not compatible since Ledger does not support the time
reference customization. The LSM application uses a NTP Server for synchronization
and Ledger distribution uses internal clock. It is normal since it is only the RDS (IS-04)
implementation, it does not include the IS-06 proposals.
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This chapter will go through the conclusions that the student has gathered through the
realization of this paper and from the tests made in the last chapter and will study the
possible future ahead of the LSM application.

6.1. CONCLUSIONS
To have a wider view before making any conclusion it is important to go back to the
beginning of this document and check if the project requirements have been accomplished
or not.
 The application development: At the beginning of the design phase a
requirement list was set. It is possible to say that the application is a valid
implementation of the NMOS guidelines and bring it up further ahead by
the proposed development for the IS-05 and IS-06 specifications that are
in progress at the moment.
 Testing the real-time system: The application is able to manage the
network resources in a real-time basis and present a notification system
based on fixed priority tags.
 Test the compatibility with other manufacturer’s equipment and
implementations: From the test chapter it is clear that the application is
able to communicate with other implementations of the NMOS IS-04.
The culmination of this project has fulfilled the motivation of the same: create an
application able to manage any resource no matter the nature of the equipment or the
manufacturer. It has been thought for a small professional architecture, although it has
also a great area of application in the domestic ambit.

6.2. FUTURE WORK
As future work there are some main things to be improved or added to the application:








Implement the NMOS IS-05 and IS-06 guidelines as soon as they are completed.
Improve the resource management to increase the application’s performance.
Implement the purposed security practices to guarantee the integrity of the system.
Add a stronger time reference system to avoid the problems caused by the jitter
and IP switching delay.
Being able to create a home version of the application to extend the functionality
to a domestic environment.
Introduce a monitoring system visual substitute to avoid the performance drop
down when the architecture has more than seven Nodes.
Keep depurating the UI to create an improved user experience of the LSM
application.
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Conclusions and future work

The main objective ahead of the current project is to get an end result application
that implements the IS-05 and IS-06 proposals to be tested live in the next IBC
(International Broadcasting Convention) among the other industry’s
implementations of the NMOS guidelines.
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